PIONEERING WITHOUT COMPROMISE:
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SIGHT OF OUR CHRISTIAN MISSION
SEPTEMBER 22, 2016

About the CED Network
The purpose of the Christian Economic Development (CED) Network is to create a community where Christcentered organizations and individuals can share, learn, encourage, and support each other in our pursuits of
transformational economic development.
We’re motivated by Christ’s love for us (1 John 3:1, 4:19-21), Christ’s love for those in need (Psalm 113:7-8, Luke
4:17-19), and seeing His Kingdom flourish here on earth (Matthew 6:9-10). Our beliefs align with the Accord
Network’s Integral Mission Principles.
The annual CED Network Summit (hosted this year by HOPE International) is an opportunity to foster deepened
collaboration and relationships among Christ-centered economic development practitioners.

2016 Summit Agenda
8:30am - 9:00am
9:00am - 9:10am
9:10am – 9:30am
9:30am – 10:00am
10:00am - 10:15am
10:15am - 11:30am

11:30am - 1:00pm
1:00pm - 2:00pm

2:00pm - 2:15pm
2:15pm - 3:15pm

3:15pm – 3:45pm

3:45pm - 4:00pm
4:00pm – 5:00pm

Check in & continental breakfast
Welcome & prayer
Devotions
Introductions around the room
Coffee & fellowship
Session 1: Researching and implementing faith-based savings programs in unreached,
mixed faith, and Christian-minority settings
How does integral mission motivate organizations to serve in difficult spiritual contexts,
how do organizations adapt their training and curricula for these contexts, and what are
the learnings and practical takeaways?
- Courtney O’Connell, Senior Technical Advisor, Savings for Life, World Relief
- Dan Williams, Spiritual Integration Director, HOPE International
Lunch
Session 2: Navigating the challenge of scaling up impact
How do organizations form strategy and handle strategy shifts? How are organizations
proving impact, connecting strategy with measurement?
- Dr. Genzo Yamamoto, Director of Knowledge Management, Opportunity
International
Coffee & fellowship
Session 3: Table discussions on key topics
Facilitated group discussions organized by interest in key topics, with focus on lateral
learning and sharing relevant resources and experiences.
- Facilitated by Dr. Russell Mask, Professor of Community Development at Covenant
College; International Microenterprise Technical Advisor for the Chalmers Center
- Participants will choose from a variety of table discussion topics including: defining
good TA: MFI, defining good TA: SCA, improving as a learning organization,
agricultural development and integral mission, public funding and staying Mission
True, and other topics chosen by participants.
Session 4: Network prayer
What are the day’s highlights, challenges, and practical applications? How can we pray
for one another?
Final thoughts and closing prayer
Networking: Open time for conversation among participants

